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Essential Instructional 
Practices in Early 
Literacy

PREKINDERGARTEN
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1. Intentional
 use of literac

y 

artifacts in dr
amatic play and 

throughout the
 classroom
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•Within daily opportunities for dramatic play, the teacher 
provides, models use of, and encourages children’s 
engagement with appropriate literacy artifacts, such as:
• Order pads, menus, and placemats for a pizza parlor
• Traffic signs, maps, blueprints, and building-related books in the 

block/construction area.
• Envelopes, stationery, postcards, stamps, and actual mail for a post 

office.
• Waiting room reading material, a schedule, and prescription pads 

for a doctor’s office.
• A copy of  books, such as The Little Red Hen, labeled puppets and 

objects from the story.
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•Within centers and other areas of the classroom, children are 
encouraged to interact with reading and writing materials, 
such as:
• Books related to construction or building in the block or 

construction area
• Simple recipes for making snacks
• Labels that indicated where items go
• Children’s names, for example on cubbies and sign-in sheets, which 

may vary over time 
• Writing materials in each area of the classroom, for drawing and 

writing about objects being observed in the science area

1. Intentional
 use of literac
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throughout the
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HANDS ON ACTIVITY

Daily Read Alouds include verbal and non-verbal strategies for 
drawing children’s attention to print.  Discuss.

1. Provide each participant with a read aloud book
2. Ask each participant to read the book.
3. While reading the book look for a one verbal strategy and one 

non-verbal strategy that would draw a child’s attention to print. 
(Presenter will give an example)

4. Share responses to the group.
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2. Read aloud 
with reference 

to print
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•Daily read alouds include verbal and non-verbal strategies for 
drawing children’s attention to print, such as:
• Running fingers under words
• Noting specific features of print and letters 
• Asking children where to start reading
• Counting words
• Pointing out print within pictures

2. Read aloud 
with reference 

to print
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3. Interactive
 read aloud with 

a comprehension and
 

vocabulary foc
us
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HANDS ON ACTIVITY

1. Ask the participants to use the same read aloud book they used earlier 
in the presentation.

2. Re-read the book looking for 2 vocabulary words that might be 
difficult for the children to understand .( presenter will give an 
example)

3. How would you introduce the words?
4. How would you embed the words in your conversations in your 

classroom that day?
5. Share responses with the group.
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•The teacher reads aloud age-appropriate books and other 
materials, print or digital, including sets of texts that are 
thematically and conceptually related and texts that area 
read multiple times, with:
• Higher-order discussion among children and teach before, during, 

and after reading
• Child-friendly explanations of words within the text
• Revisiting of words after reading using tools such as movement, 

props, video, photo, examples, and non-examples, and engaging 
children in saying the words aloud

• Using the words at other points in the day and over time
• Teaching of clusters of words related to those in the text, such as 

vocabulary related to the garden or gardening

3. Interactive
 read aloud with 

a comprehension and
 

vocabulary foc
us
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4. Play with sounds insi
de 

words
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•Children are supported to develop phonological awareness, 
or conscious awareness of sounds within language, and 
especially, a type of phonological awareness called phonemic 
awareness, which involves the ability to segment and blend 
individual phonemes within words, through various activities, 
such as:
• Listening to and creating variations on books with rhyming or 

alliteration
• Singing certain songs
• Sorting pictures and objects by a sound or sounds in their name
• Games and transitions that feature play with sounds
• “Robot talk” or the like

4. Play with sounds insi
de 

words
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5. Brief, clear
, explicit instr

uctions in 

letter names, the sound(
s) associated 

with the letters
, and how letters are 

shaped and fo
rmed
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• Instruction that has been shown to be effective in fostering 
development of letter-sound knowledge is supported by 
tools such as:
• A high-quality alphabet chart
• Cards with children’s names
• Other key words to associate with letter-sounds
• Alphabet books with appropriate key words
• References throughout the day

5. Brief, clear
, explicit instr

uctions in 

letter names, the sound(
s) associated 

with the letters
, and how letters are 

shaped and fo
rmed
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6. Interaction
s around writing
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•Adults engage in deliberate interactions with children around 
writing. Opportunities for children to write their name, 
informational, narrative, and other texts are personally 
meaningful to them are at the heart of writing experiences. 
These deliberate interactions around writing include the use 
of interactive writing and scaffolded writing techniques.
• Interactive writing involves children in contributing to a piece of 

writing led by the teacher. With the teacher’s support, children 
determine the message, count the words, stretch words, listen 
for sounds within words, think about letters that represent those 
sounds, and write some of the letters. 

6. Interaction
s around writing
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• Scaffolded writing involves the individual child in generating a 
message the child would like to write. The message is negotiated 
and repeated with the child until it is internalized. The teacher 
draws one line for each work in the message using a highlighter 
or pen. The child writes one “word” per line, where “word” might 
be a scribble, letter-like forms, random letter stirngs, one or a few 
letters within the word, or all sounds within the word, depending 
on the child’s writing ability. The teacher and the child read and 
reread the message.

6. Interaction
s around writing
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7. Extended c
onversation
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•Adults engage in interactions with children that regularly 
include:
• Responding to and initiating conversations with children, with 

repeated turns back and forth on the same topic
• Encouraging talk among children through the selective use of 

open-ended questions, commenting on what children are doing, 
offering prompts, and scaffolding higher-order discussion, 
particularly during content-area learning

• Engaging in talk, including narration and explanation, within 
dramatic play experiences and content-area learning, including 
intentional vocabulary-building efforts

• Extending children’s language
• Stories of past events and discussion of future events

7. Extended c
onversation
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8. Provision of
 abundant 

reading material in the 

classroom
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•The classroom includes:
• A wide range of books and other texts, print and digital, including 

information books, poetry, and storybook accessible to children
• Books and other materials connected to children’s interest and that 

reflect children’s backgrounds and cultural experiences, including 
case- and child-made books

• Recorded books
• Books children can borrow to bring home and/or access digitally at 

home
• Comfortable places in which to look at books, frequently visited by 

the teacher(s) and by adult volunteers recruited to the classroom

8. Provision of
 abundant rea

ding 

material in the 
classroom
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9. Ongoing observa
tion and 

assessment of childre
n’s language 

and literacy d
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informs their educat
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•The teacher engages in:
• Observation and assessment that is guided by

• An understanding of language and literacy development
• The Early Childhood Standards of Quality for Prekindergarten (2013) and, if 

applicable
• The Head Start Early Learning Outcomes Framework (2015)

• Observation that occurs in multiple contexts, including play
• Use of assessment tools that are considered appropriate for 

prekindergarten contexts
• Use of information from observations and assessment tools to plan 

instruction and interactions with children

9. Ongoing observa
tion and asses
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10. Collaborat
ion with families in 

promoting literacy
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•Families engage in language and literacy interactions with 
their children that can be drawn upon and extended in 
prekindergarten. Prekindergarten educators help families 
add to their repertoire of strategies for promoting literacy at 
home, including:
• Incorporating literacy-promoting strategies into everyday activities 

such as cooking, communicating with friends and family, and 
traveling in the bus or car

• Reading aloud to their children and discussing the text
• Encouraging literacy milestones
• Speaking with children in their home/most comfortable language, 

whether or not that language is English

10. Collaborat
ion with families in 

promoting literacy
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•Providing literacy-supporting resources, such as:
• Books from the classroom that children can borrow or keep
• Children’s magazines
• Information about judicious, adult-supported use of educational 

television and applications that can, with guidance, support 
literacy development

• Announcements about local events
•  Passes to local museums

10. Collaborat
ion with families in 

promoting literacy



Thank You!
CONNIE GORIUS


